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Introduction: The two minor isotopes of argon, 36Ar and 

38Ar, are often recognizable as having been made by cosmic rays 
and used to study the cosmic-ray exposure record of an object in 
space.  These isotopes can be measured while doing Ar-Ar dating 
and then used as cosmogenic nuclides.  

Many of the production rates used for these isotopes of Ar 
were calculated a long time ago [e.g., 1]. Some cross sections 
were updated in 1992 [2].  Production rates for the production of 
Ar isotopes from Fe and Ni have been reported [e.g., 3].  How-
ever, there is a need for new and improved production rates for 
Ar isotopes, especially the targets Ca and K.   

To get good production rates, the best cross sections are 
needed.  All cross sections measured for making Ar isotopes 
were complied and evaluated, as has been done recently for other 
cosmogenic nuclides [e.g., 4].   

Cross Sections:  There are a few cross sections [e.g., 5] for 
making 38Ar from 39K with neutrons having 14-15 MeV of en-
ergy.  No other cross sections for making Ar isotopes with ener-
getic neutrons were found.  Most measured cross sections are for 
incident protons, as is the cases for most nuclides [e.g., 4].   

Most cross sections for making Ar isotopes were measured 
long ago and used in previous work [1,2].  Many cross sections 
for making of Ar isotopes have been measured very recently us-
ing Fe and Ni targets [6].  A few cross sections have been meas-
ured using high-energy beams of ions of 40Ca [7] and 56Fe [e.g., 
8] on targets of H with in-beam identification of the products.   

These new cross sections for proton-induced reactions are 
generally consistent with the older ones and allowed improved 
sets of cross sections as a function of energy to be generated.  
There are several sets of data for reactions with Ca, Fe, and Ni, 
but only one set for Ti.  There are no cross sections for making 
Ar isotopes from proton reactions with K.   

Production Rates:  Neutrons are the dominate particle for 
the galactic-cosmic-ray production of cosmogenic nuclides, in-
cluding Ar.  Only for Fe and Ni is proton-production fairly sig-
nificant.  In developing the neutron cross sections used in [1] for 
making 36Ar and 38Ar from Ca, the proton-induced cross sec-
tions were modified considerably.  These adjusted cross sections 
were used as the bases for the latest set of cross sections.  
Changes to these cross sections using the newer cross sections 
were mainly at the higher energies.  For Fe and Ni, the newer 
cross sections were mainly used in getting the final set of cross 
sections.  For elements with very few cross sections, especially K 
and Ti, the calculated production rates have greater uncertainties.   
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